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Simple patterns

borders

and other fun
ideas to 

inspire your
doodles!A doodle library,  and workbook



If you don’t consider yourself 
creative or artistic, this is a great
tool to help you get started. 

Everyone has a creative
muscle - sometimes it’s
just a matter of  stretching
and exercising that muscle.

This collection of patterns,
borders, letters and other
doodles are all designed
to be super simple that 
can be easily incorporated
into any doodle. 

Having a collection of 
patterns at the ready will
keep the creativity flowing.
There’s lots of space to add
your own patterns. 
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If you want to get better at something, 
then you have to practice.

So get yourself a sketchbook and carry it 
with you EVERYWHERE! You can make
a quick sketch on that cute pattern of chair 
at the restaurant or the pattern of some-
one’s shirt.

You never know when you might be in-
spired and creativity 



 Elements of design
 All design is made up of 7

elements. When you look at
patterns you can begin to see
the basic elements. 

Line

zig zag

Paisely

Half-Circle

Circle

S curve

Spiral
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Layout doodle a differnt
pattern in each
section.

draw random
lines or
scribbles
to create
an intersting
layout to
add your
doodle
patterns. 
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Lines





Circles





half circles





S Curves





Spirals





Zig Zags





Paisley





The Grid
The grid is an easy layout for any design element. 





Plants





Things





Borders
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More stuff from

blessnks@live.com

Abundantly Blessed

Loved: A Doodle Devo

Sermon Sketchnotes

a 52 week gratitude journal

a guided visual devotional
journal. 

a handbook to help you
learn to doodle during
your sermon note-taking

look for more stuff at:
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Free form doodles

,
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